"Made by Bosch" stands for excellence of a global player. Take advantage of an internationally oriented company, of many attractive career opportunities.

As a technology leader and worldwide partner for the automotive parts industry, the division Electrical Drives develops and manufactures in international alliances innovative electric actuators for control systems, engine cooling, automotive air conditioning and wiper systems.

Tienen acts as a Lead-Factory for the entire production of wiper systems worldwide. Both product and process development is conducted after which production starts in the different manufacturing sites all over the world.

Your Task:
- Coordination of testing activities on site in Belgium (Tienen)
- Evaluation and optimization of existing test stands
- Implementation and evaluation of experiments
- Participation in the development process
Your Profile:
- Undergraduate field of study: engineering, production / process engineering (Bachelor or Master)
- High degree of autonomy
- Good knowledge of English and/or German (spoken and written)

Please include in your application the following documents:

- Application letter, curriculum vitae, relevant certificates, including FH-maturity or high school diploma and transcripts of records of study, a valid registration certificate
- Study and examination regulations (proof of your university / college of your internship (with names))
- Work and residence permit (for foreign students)

Apply: Diane.Wera@be.bosch.com